2002 pontiac grand am ignition switch removal

This article describes how to bypass the "Passlock Sensor" on several models of GM cars. No
soldering is required. You must perform all the steps. You try to start your GM car. Your owner's
manual gives you the following advise. Then turn the ignition to OFF before attempting to start
the engine again. This normally works! Unfortunately, a few weeks later, you will probably have
to go through the entire routine again. It will get under your skin really bad the third time, and
after that, you will start kicking the dash and swearing. The steps necessary are similar on the
other models listed above. There are generally only minor differences in how to get the radio
out to get to the wires. They are Black analog return , White power , and Yellow analog data. The
Yellow wire is circuit , and this is the wire that furnishes an analog signal to the Body Control
Module to tell it that a key has been used to turn the lock cylinder to the ON position. The three
wires can be accessed by removing the radio from the dashboard, and reaching through a hole
in the radio compartment toward the steering wheel. This article describes how to: Build a
cheap, simple circuit to take the place of the Passlock Sensor Find the three wires that connect
the Passlock Sensor to the Body Control Module and substitute our circuit for the Passlock
Sensor. You won't need all of them. If your local Radio Shack store has gone out of business,
you can order the parts from Digi-Key Electronics. Here are links to the 2. Cut two terminals off
the end of the terminal strip. Set the rest of the terminal strip aside. Takle one of the ohm
resistors and bend the leads as I'm doing here. Then cut off the excess lead wire. The color
code for the resistor is three red bands. When you've finished the above steps, you will have the
two parts shown on the right side of the above photo. Insert the resistor leads into one side of
the terminal block and tighten the terminal screws down on both the leads. Now you have
created the module in the right side of the above photo. You will use this module to bypass your
security system without having to solder anything. Important: Disconnect one of the terminals
from the battery before doing any of the following. Remove the bezel around your radio. You
can pry it loose with a large screwdriver, or a sturdy dinner knife. Once you get it loose,
disconnect the cables that go to the two lights at the top of the bezel, and the cigarette lighter
socket. Then you can set the bezel aside. Pull the radio out of it's cavity. Disconnect the wiring
connector and the antenna wire, and set the radio aside. Cut the yellow wire, and the black wire,
leaving as much wire as possible on the ends that do not go to the ignition switch. Insulate the
ends of the two wires that go to the ignition switch, and push them back out of the way. You are
finished with them. Push the stripped end of the black wire into one of the empty holes of the
terminal block of your Dummy Passlock Sensor. Push the stripped end of the yellow wire into
the other terminal of your Dummy Passlock Sensor see photo and tighten the screw to secure it
in place. Your re-wiring is now done. Connect the battery cable back to the battery. You are
ready to perform the relearn procedure. Insert the Key into the ignition switch and try to start
the car. In rare cases, the car may keep running and the security light will not illuminate, but
that only happens if you are very lucky. If the Security light flashes, leave the ignition in the ON
position and wait up to 15 minutes. When it does, Turn the ignition OFF for five 5 seconds, and
then try to re-start the car. If not, don't give up. You may have to try the longer re-learn
procedure described below. If successful, re-install your radio and bezel, gather up your tools,
pat yourself on the back, stuff an envelope full of as much cash as you think my advise was
worth, and send it to: Security Fix Outer Drive Fenton, MI If the above 10 minute re-learn
procedure did not turn off your "SECURITY" light and enable you to start your vehicle, There are
three other components which may be causing your problems. Here it is in it's entirity. Attempt
to start the engine, then release the key to ON vehicle will not start. Turn OFF the ignition, and
wait 5 seconds. You must turn the ignition OFF before attempting to start the vehicle. Start the
engine. With a scan tool, clear any DTCs if needed. History DTCs will self clear after ignition
cycles. The BCM is located under the glove box behind a kick panel that can be easily removed
for access. Two fasteners hold it in place. The other is a "Push Fastener" located just below the
right lower corner of the glove box door. To remove this fastner, first pull out on the center plug
of the fastener, and then pry the fastener out of the hole. Take out the kick panel and you will
find something that looks like this: the center connector will be plugged in. It may help to print
out a copy of this website and bring it along so the GM mechanic can familiarize himself with
the Passlock II system. Most of them haven't the foggiest idea how the system works. If you find
one who does, E-mail me with the dealer's name, and the name of the mechanic. We should give
him credit for knowing more than any other GM mechanic on earth. The passlock circuits for the
Grand Am. The modification to the passlock circuit for the Grand Am. The resistor takes the
place of the circuitry in the passlock module. Bergerweb Home Page. The book, "Tennis For
Seniors". GM Passlock Security Fix. Bypassing the Passlock Sensor - Step by Step. On the left
side of the radio cavity, there will be an opening, through which you will be able to see the
Ignition Switch. Three thin wires, possibly taped together with fabric tape, will be visible coming
from the top of the ignition switch. They will be near the end of the switch where the key is

inserted. If they are wrapped with black fabric tape, unwrap them and separate the three wires
so you can determine which is yellow, black, and white. In that case, do not continue with this
project. It will not work! The ignition switch is an often-overlooked but essential part of nearly
any automobile. These switches are located just to the side of the steering wheel and column on
your dashboard, and are one of the main components in your car's starter system. If the switch
is not working, you will likely have to remove and replace it. You can do this with a set of simple
tools like a screwdriver. Turn on your power drill and use your drill bit to make a hold in the key
slot of the ignition cylinder. Be sure to make the hole large enough for you to insert your
screwdriver, and drill to the back of the key slot. Insert a straightened out paperclip into the slot
just to the left of the key cylinder. This will lock the cylinder from starting. Inserting your
screwdriver into the cylinder and turn it as far as you can to the right. Pull on both the paperclip
and the screwdriver to gently slide the switch out of its current position. Matthew Fortuna is a
full-time freelance writer with a journalism degree from Wayne State University, living in the
Detroit metropolitan area. Step 1 Turn on your power drill and use your drill bit to make a hold in
the key slot of the ignition cylinder. Step 2 Insert a straightened out paperclip into the slot just
to the left of the key cylinder. Step 3 Inserting your screwdriver into the cylinder and turn it as
far as you can to the right. Power drill Drill bit Flat head screw driver. This Pontiac Grand Prix
had already been diagnosed with a faulty ignition switch. The faulty switch was not allowing the
blower motor to operate properly. The first step is to remove the lower trim panel under the
steering column. There may be some screws at the bottom of this panel that have to be
removed. This car did not have any. Now that the trim panel is out of the way. There are several
7 mm headed screws that have to be removed. There are four 10 mm headed bolts that have to
be removed that are further up in the dash and an extension will be needed. Pull the tilt lever
from the steering column. For more detailed pictures of how this comes out please click here.
There are a couple of torx screws that have to be removed from the bottom cover and then it
can be pulled down. With the bottom cover removed the upper cover retaining screws can be
removed. A torx socket will be needed. Next disconnect the gang connector near the bottom of
the steering column. There is a 7 mm headed bolt in the center of the connector. After
separating the connector halves you will notice that the connector is made up of three pieces.
Using a small screwdriver spread the outer connectors away from the main body. Sorry about
the blurred picture. Look closely with a light and locate the small hole in the aluminum housing
above the lock cylinder. Rotate the lock cylinder to the full crank position and then depress the
retaining pin in the hole that you located earlier. Pull the lock cylinder from the housing. This is
a view of the above mentioned hole and tool with the cover removed so that you can get a better
idea of its location. This vehicle has a factory anti theft system that uses a transponder in the
key. The black part that I am pointing to is the receiver antenna. Release the clips and slide it off
of the housing. Remove the screws that hold the ignition switch in place. The cream colored
piece to the right with two wires attached is the key buzzer switch. To remove it use a small
screwdriver to depress the locking tab, rotate it and lift off of the housing. When removing the
forward screw you will also be removing the lock cylinder shift interlock solenoid. Finish
removing the switch by cutting the wires ties that hold it to the other harnesses and install the
new switch in reverse order. Make sure you secure the harnesses back together with new wire
ties. Wants to blame poor information from this site. No part of this repair in particular should
require any force or coercion of any kind! The new ignition switch needs to be indexed into the
exact position, as the old switch was in, when it was removed. The ON position. The key tumbler
assembly needs to be checked, to make sure the locking bar drops flat and evenly towards the
center of the tumbler assembly when the key is installed. This last tidbit of info requires some
thought before performing. If the ignition tumbler was giving any signs of sticking or hanging
up, I perform one extra step. In the slot that the locking bar rests in, take a small file and bevel
the leading edge of the slot, so that a worn tumbler assembly will work without sticking. A very
small amount of grease helps as well. If the electrical portion of the switch is being replaced the
answer is no. If the lock cylinder is being replaced the answer is maybe. Depends on whether
your car has a factory security system installed or not. You must be logged in to post a
comment. Skip to content. Click here to view that post. Now on to changing the ignition switch.
Disconnect the battery. The panel removed. Notice how far up in the dash the interior mounting
edge is. The one on the outside is a two step process. First remove the screw. Then remove the
extension with a pair of pliers. Slide the connector out of the main body. Repeat this step for the
other side of this connector. Next lift the upper shroud and insert a curved and pointed device
as shown in the next picture. Some extra things to keep in mind: The new ignition switch needs
to be indexed into the exact position, as the old switch was in, when it was removed. The ON
position The key tumbler assembly needs to be checked, to make sure the locking bar drops flat
and evenly towards the center of the tumbler assembly when the key is installed. These two

tumbler pictures are for a similar design and not specifically for this vehicle. Log in to Reply.
Older comments. Share Your Experience: Cancel reply You must be logged in to post a
comment. Check out the diagrams Below. Please let us know if you need anything else to get
the problem fixed. I realy have never had too much trouble with this car until recently. When I
tunr the key to the run position everything lights up and I can hear the fuel pump run, but when I
turn the key to the start position, nothing. It tends to do this more in the mornings after the car
has sat overnight. If I sit there and turn the key over and over usually it will fire eventually.
SOmetimes it takes 2 turns sometimes it takes 15 minutes of turning the key. I replaced the
ignition switch with little to no improvment. Any help or advice on this probelm would be greatly
appreciated. Was this answer helpful? That means it isn't reading the chip in the key. Also since
it happens when it's cold get the battery and the whole system checked. I think autozone has a
handheld that they will do it with for free. I think Was this answer helpful? This happened about
3 years ago. The car wouldn't start one morning so I followed the manual to bypass the security.
Does that mean I need to replace the lock cylinder? The battery is only 6 months old. I tried
changing the fuse. I did notice this morning when I finally got the car to start, I was able to move
the key a little bit in the lock cylinder, and if I pulled it backward it would try to kill the engine. Is
it worth taking it back to the dealer? With that info it sounds like the alarm is blocking the
voltage to the starter. I gave up swallowed my pride and took the car back to the dealer. Turns
out it was a solenoid going bad in the starter the whole time. Had them go ahead and replace
the starter and haven't ha the problem since. Hope this helps anyone else experienceing this
problem so they don't waste a bunch fo time and money throwing parts at the problem like I did.
I greatly appreciated the help given on this site. Have you done any testing? I'm not sure what
switch you replaced or why? The key has been giving me trouble since I purchased the car in
02, now it quit completely. Removed the electrical switch from the back of the cylinder and car
will start with screw driver, but stalls, anti theft device kicks in, need to replace cylinder, but not
sure where to start. Disconnect negative battery cable. Remove steering wheel. Remove upper
and lower column covers. Place shift lever in Park. Disconnect ignition switch electrical
connector. Remove ignition switch. How do I take out and replace ignition lock switch Do you.
Hello, Here are the instructions on how to change out the ignition switch I would get the new
one from the dealer be sure to bring the VIN number so they can program it for you before you
install it. Images Click to enlarge. Was this answer. Make shure the security light isn't on. I think
Was this answer. The security light in the dash is on. Make shure the security is still bypassed.
In respsonse to the ignition problem I posted on here several months ago, I finally have the
solution. My pontiac grand am and the ignition went out so I went down to my local car
graveyard where all the cars are dumped pick npull and found me a pontiac grand am with the
key in the ignition so I got it brought it home put it in my car and now my car starts but wont
stay started ive tryed a couple of times hopefully I didnt mess it up by trying to keep it started
but im not sure if its the ignition switch or the comp not letting me start it help Images Click to
enlarge. Check the coil if it has power when it dies out-if not there -double check the ignition
switch Was this answer. Well im not sure if its the coil ill check just wanted to give more info the
theft system light flashes and then stays lit after it dies im actually not even using the ignition
part im just using a screwdriver is that it should I try to hook up the ignition and then start it
Was this answer. Put new switch in car will not start Was this answer. Are you saying there is
no starter action? I need to know the steps required to replace the lock cylinder. So what is the
correct way to turn off this system? I, m just a farmer with spare time, no airbags on tractors, lol
Was this answer. Just remove the negative - battery cable, and wait minutes. I have the switch
removed from the dash and electrical connectors removed but cant get the interlock cable to
release from the rear of the switch? I should add the reason for replacement is the key would no
longer turn from the off position. You do not have to remove instrument panel cluster. Image
Click to enlarge. We have done all of that, but the cable will not release when the tab is pressed.
You have to keep fiddling with it to make it work then if you have ahose removal tool looks like a
bent screwdriver only with a point use that to push in tab. Some of these aren't reasy. Ok, I had
a bad ignition switch so I replaced it. The problem is now the security stock kicked in and the
car won't start. The reason I had to put a new one in is because the key would not turn anymore.
I have been putting grafite powder in it for the last few months and it wont turn at all so I
replaced it. I turned the new switch, the radio and all light came on then tried to crank the car
and it just turns over but won't start and is blinking security. How do you reset this or work
around for it. Thanks for any help on this. Please login or register to post a reply. It Stops. I
Replaced The Ignition Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question. It's Free! The ignition switch on a
Pontiac car Am is responsible for signaling the starter to turn over, which in turn starts the
engine. If your Pontiac car Am's ignition switch goes out, the starter doesn't know when to
engage and the Pontiac car Am will not start. To fix the problem, you'll have to replace the

ignition switch with a new one. First though, the old switch has to come out. Disconnect the
negative battery cable from the battery terminal with the appropriate sized socket and ratchet.
Remove the trim piece surrounding the steering column. Unscrew the three Torx screws on the
bottom of the piece and unhook the lower piece of trim from the upper piece. These are hooked
together at the rear of the steering column, closest to the instrument cluster. Unscrew the two
screws on the top of the trim piece surrounding the instrument cluster and pull it forward to
remove it. Remove the instrument cluster by unscrewing the six screws securing the cluster,
two on the top, two on the sides and two on the bottom. Pull the cluster forward, remove the
electrical connections and completely remove the cluster. Pry out the small trim piece around
the ignition by placing a small, flat head screwdriver behind the piece and applying pressure.
Insert a small screwdriver behind the radio trim piece and pry it forward, repeating at different
points around the piece until it comes off. Remove the four screws securing the radio in place,
disconnect the antenna and stereo connections then pull the radio completely out. Unscrew the
two bolts holding the ignition in place with the appropriate sized socket and ratchet. Pop the
hood. Remove the negative and then the positive terminal connections with an open-end
wrench. Allow the Trans Am to sit for 30 minutes. Lock the steering wheel by pushing it from
side to side, then make sure the ignition switch is locked in place as well. Unplug the yellow
wiring harness on the steering column with your hands, then unplug the remaining wiring on
the column. Remove the ignition switch actuator rod from the ignition switch using the
Phillips-head screwdriver. Remove the ignition switch from the car. Disconnect the car's
negative battery cable. If your Bonneville is equipped with air bags, disconnect the positive
cable afterward, then wait 2 minutes. Skip to Step 3 if there are no air bags. Twist a flat
screwdriver clockwise in each of the two openings in the back of the steering wheel until the air
bag module pops loose. Lift the module up and off the steering wheel, then press the electrical
connector's clip to disconnect it. Grasp and remove the steering wheel nut's retainer in the
center using locking pliers, then remove the nut with a wrench and deep socket. Mark the
wheel's relationship to the steering shaft, marking a line down the top end of the wheel and
shaft with a dark marker. Turn the steering wheel's center bolt with a steering wheel puller
clockwise to tighten the bolt until it pops the wheel loose and free, then remove the puller from
the wheel. Disconnect the horn's and other electrical connectors by pressing their tabs, then
remove the wheel. Remove the steering column trim covers by unscrewing the two screws from
the lower column with a Phillips screwdriver, and separating the two column halves by hand.
Insert the key in the lock cylinder and turn it to the Start position. Insert the key for the new lock
cylinder in the cylinder, then slide the cylinder and ignition switch into the hole. Be sure the key
is lined up with the "Run" position that is marked on the cylinder casing. Reconnect the
steering column covers to the column, pushing them together on the column so their clips
engage, then screw the lower column in place with its screws and your screwdriver. Install and
tighten the steering wheel nut as tightly as possible; tighten it to 30 foot-lbs. Connect the
electrical connector for the air bag, horn and other components using their quick-connect
fittings you disconnected previously. Gently slide the air bag module onto the steering wheel;
the retaining pins should engage and lock the module in place. Reconnect the car battery,
starting with the positive cable before the negative one if you had completely disconnected the
battery. Remove the steering column covers from the steering column using the Phillips head
screwdriver. Put the key in the ignition. Turn it to the "Run" position, but do not start the
Sunfire. Locate the locking button located on the backside of the ignition cylinder housing.
Push the button and then pull the lock cylinder away from the column. Unscrew the ignition
switch from the steering column using the Phillips head screwdriver. Unplug the wiring to the
switch by hand, then take the switch up and off of the steering column and away from the
Sunfire. Items you will need Flat head screwdriver Socket set Ratchet Torx screwdriver set. For
more information go to Manufactured from top quality components, this is your best option and
inexpensive replacement for your rebuild, repair, and maintenance needs - an OE replacement
product for your damaged or aged factory part. Replacement - the most affordable brand name
for replacement parts th Since , Standard We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest
version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase Supports.
Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Refine by:. Ignition Switch part. Returns Policy.
Quantity Sold. Showing 1 - 6 of
ford error code
vtcs solenoid valve mazda protege
rb 25 det engine
6 results. Sort by:. Guaranteed to Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart. Part Number: M Universal Fit.
Part Number: L Page 1 of 1 Showing 1 - 6 of 6 results. Featured Brands. Reviews Questions,

Answers. Established in , ACDelco manuf Lisle Ignition Switch Manufacturer Replacement
Ignition Switch. Jan 02, Works great. Michael George. Purchased on Oct 21, Nov 23, Alme Otto.
Purchased on Nov 11, Feb 23, Great price. Marlon Goodwin. Purchased on Feb 14, Show More.
Helpful Automotive Resources. The Starting System Because batteries emit hydrogen gas while
charging, the battery case cannot be completely sealed. Years ago there was a vent cap for
each cell and we had to replenish the cells when the electrolyte evaporated. Automotive
professionals break down no-start situations into two separate categories: crank-no-start and
no-crank-no-start. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved.
Terms of Use. Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement.

